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ExecNet Digest / Summary / Suspension Options

Occasionally, subscribers to the NAASE ExecNet wish to limit the number or frequency of messages
that they receive from the group. That is the purpose of various DIGEST options. A summary of the
distinctions appears here.

INDIVIDUAL . . .
You will receive each message in an individual email, as it comes through the ExecNet server.

DIGEST . . .

FULL FEATURED DIGEST
This format groups and sends 12 messages at a time, and retains any formatting of the
original messaging. Depending on your e-mail reader, any embedded links would remain
operable.

PLAIN DIGEST
This format also groups and sends 12 messages at a time, into one long text format (removing 
almost all of the formatting and spacing, such as centering, bold, italics, and the like.) As a
result, depending on your e-mail reader, this likely will render any embedded links inoperable.

DAILY SUMMARY
Similar to the Plain Digest, as a kind of Index, this format simply summarizes the entire
previous day’s messaging topics, not the actual messages. But the embedded links allow you
to then go to the respective full messages, if you wish.

NO EMAIL . . .
As the name suggests, this setting temporarily suspends the delivery of all messaging, until you turn it
off at a later date. Your subscription remains in place and active, just suspending delivery. The
missed messages can be read through the Search function.

You may elect to set any of these options yourself by logging in to the page at
https://naase.groups.io/g/ExecNet and finding the SUBSCRIPTION option on the upper left column, or
by writing to the ExecNet moderator at ExecNetModerator@NAASE.org .


